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How to Find Us

By car from the airport and Deggendorf-Passau (A92)
Enter the motorway A92 with directions to „München“ and „Stuttgart“ and stay there until you reach the exit 
“Lohhof/Unterschleißheim”. Here you leave the motorway and stay on the right lane. At the first traffic light 
turn left into the federal road B13 with direction to “München”. Here you stay on the right lane again and turn 
right at the next traffic light. Now you enter the “Landshuter Straße“ westward.

Then you turn left southward into the third street on the left side, the Ohmstraße, which flows into the Edisonss
straße. Here you turn right and reach after approx. 200m our headquarters Edisonstraße no. 6 on the right 
side.

By car from Nuremberg and Munich-Center (A9)
Take the motorway A9 until you reach the motorway crossing „Neufahrn“ und turn into the motorway A92 with 
direction to „Stuttgart“. Then you proceed as described in the first section.

By car from Rosenheim/Salzburg/Innsbruck (A8)
At the motorway crossing “MünchensBrunnthal” you enter into the motorway ring A99 with direction towards 
„Nürnberg“. At the motorway crossing “MünchensNord“ you stay on the A99 with direction towards „Stuttss
gart“ until you reach the interchange «Feldmoching», where you turn into the motorway A92 with direction to 
“Deggendorf”. Take the exit «Lohhof/Unterschleißheim». At the traffic light you stay on the lane in the middle 
and drive straight forward westward into the “Landshuter Straße“. Then you proceed as described in the 
second section.

By car fom Stuttgart/Ulm (A8)
Stay on the motorway until you reach the interchange „MünchensEschenried”. Here you turn right onto the 
motorway ring A99 with direction to „Salzburg” and stay there until you reach the interchange «Feldmoching». 
Now you proceed as described in the section „Rosenheim/…“

With suburban train (S-Bahn) coming from the Munich aiport
Enter the train „S1“ with direction to „Ostbahnhof“ (Not to confuse with „S8“!). Exit the train at the station 
«Unterschleißheim» and walk into the train direction until you reach a bus stop on the right hand. Take the bus 
line 219B until the stop „RobertsBoschsStraße“. On the left side you can see our headquarters at Edisonstraße 
6. This trip will take approx. 45 min. in total.

With suburban train (S-Bahn) coming from main station (Hauptbahnhof) Munich
Enter the train „S1“ with the direction to „Freising/Flughafen“ (Not to confuse with „S8“!). Exit the train at 
the station «Unterschleißheim» and walk contrary to the train direction until you reach a tunnel that you walk 
through passing the rail tracks. There is a bus stop on the left hand. Take the bus line 219B until the stop 
„RobertsBoschsStraße“. On the left side you can see our headquarters at Edisonstraße 6. This trip will take 
approx. 35 min. in total.




